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Abstract—Automated models of physical objects are known as Digital twins; letting one to outline, test, array, and monitor and manage robotics in the real world. CPS (Cyber-physical system) data have to be assembled through real life procedures to form a real-time monitoring cyber model in order to produce Digital Twin. Modification in the cyber model will be shown in real life system to guess or manage. As a result of digital and the progression in ICT, manufacturing and aviation or aerospace industries are now utilizing digital twin. Nonetheless, the uses of DT’s in several production firms have not been researched massively. Those studies were sparse in construction, where structures are built without Superstructures, which thus sparked global concern. Herein, DT applications in building/manufacturing sector and in various firms were reviewed first and thereafter aimed on publications concerning DT applications in industry area by organizing a systematic search via Scopus. Notably, the publications were singled out immediately after the assessment of the publications and the study continues to investigate and evaluate the Potentials of digital twins in MIC, Restriction of digital twins in MIC, Impact of digital twins on industry, and Cost of time which should be appropriate for model development. The analysis report however demonstrated that DT is dedicated and thoughtful of in midst of inclusion along other digital technologies. More so, theoretical structure is formed in order to apply DT in module installation in MIC around the circumstances of Hong Kong which happens to be usual city case of high-density. Interestingly, the implementation of Digital Twin in Modular Integrated Construction is expected to provide promising potential with significant benefits, such as improved logistics and manufacturing management by employing Digital Twins to track on-site progress during module installation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital twin is subjected to intensive scrutiny. Both the Digital Model and the Digital Shadow identifies an infrastructure relationship between digital and physical components that is either unequal or unidentified [1]. A self-contained digital data structure that is related to a physical system is referred to as a DT. This information would be a "twin" of the raw document that was stored electronically in the physical system and was related to throughout its existence. According to the findings of [2] the term "Digital Twin" has been utilised to signify a variety of different numerical and physical links. Integration can be improved with the help of a DT by evaluating and reviewing the status of both physical and digital elements simultaneously.

This article examines the most recent developments in digital technology, information technology, and digital twins, as well as the influence such developments have had on the industry. Secondly, it places an emphasis on the integration of Digital Twin technologies with BIM; which is the most recent digital technology that is supported whilst WSN and internet of things was talked about as well. Third, the article discusses the benefits of utilising Digital Twin technology as well as the challenges that must be overcome prior to its widespread adoption in the industrial industry. Implementation of DT in manufacturing area and in various firms was reviewed and aimed on publications concerning DT Implementation in industry area by performing a systematic search via Scopus. As soon as the reviewing publication procedure and evaluation were filtered out, the paper propels in examining and evaluating the potentials of digital twins in MIC, Restriction of digital twins in MIC, Impact of digital twins on industry, and Cost of time which should be appropriate for model development. The findings however unveiled DT to be esteemed with other digital technologies for inclusion.

A. Hong Kong Scenario

Manufacturing is the intended application for the suggested digital twin technology architecture in MIC modules [3]. The implementation of digital twin technologies in manufacturing presents a number of opportunities and advantages [4]. Economic growth and social advancement has been sustained by the construction industries in Hong Kong. It has added about 4.5% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 2018 [5]. Yet the industries continue to experience hard challenges, for instance, aging workforce, labour shortage and cost inflation [6]. Thus, it was announced within 2017 and 2018 by Policy Address of Government of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) for government to welcome and propagate MiC in civil works firms [7,8].

In contrast to normal construction methods, MiC has distinguished its abilities whereby a huge of on-site works is relocated to an industry to produce modules. Building services, architectural works and structural works of modules were partly achieved, thereafter, accompanied by module transportation to construction site for coupling and installation. Thus, many MiC utilized projects has begun so as to propel its notable acceptance in Hong Kong.
B. Research Gaps and Future Motivation

This study is built through the previous literature on digital twins and modular integrated construction. It is important to start the study by examining the literature and finding out the research gaps. On the bases of the literature, the following research gaps have to be addressed.

1) Potential of digital twins in MIC.
2) Restriction of digital twins in MIC.
3) Impact of digital twins on industry.
4) Cost of time should be appropriate for model development.

C. Literature Review

Notably, the term “digital twin” (DT) was first defined by NASA in their Technology Roadmap in the year 2010; referred to as an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simulation of in-built vehicle or framework which utilizes a better suitable real life models, sensor updates, fleet history, etc., to reflect the life of its proportional flying twin [9]. Around 2015, the idea of DT was attuned as composing a generic ‘product,’ other industries, including manufacturing, industrial engineering, and informatics, began to employ it as part of their business operations. DT thus stands for “design thinking” [10].

Consequently, DT applies to all phases that has to do with product existence and not solely to give out a depiction of the actual product [11][12]. The following is an example of a general definition of DT provided by [13] in the year 2012, and widely acknowledged and utilised Digital twin refers to "an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simulation of a complex product". This simulation uses the most recent and accurate physical models, sensor readings, and other data to "mirror" the life of the product's "matching twin." A real-time reflection is one of the characteristics that help to define DT, and its definition also sheds light on this characteristic [14]. DT makes it possible for information about the real space to be studied in the physical world in a manner that is accurate and up to date while maintaining a high level of synchronisation and precision. The capability of DT to evolve on its own is also an essential feature of the methodology. In contrast to the actual and virtual worlds, the model used in the virtual environment is susceptible to continuous alterations made in real-time [15].

II. Research Methodology

This paper adopts a systematic literature review to highlight opportunities and restrictions in implementing digital twin technology in building projects. The research necessary material used in investigation was gotten via academic search engine database such as Google scholar, science direct, and academia. The analysis focused on the most recent 12 years' worth of publishing, extending from 2010 to 2022. The database allows users to modify the settings for how searches are performed. The search approach had electronic databases of Scopus. The search phrases "digital twin in construction," "semantic web," or "MIC" were used to rectify the breakthroughs in the scope of research. The initial search suggested that 6890 papers were published on digital twin applications, out of which 4490 were published since 2019. Although much research has been published on digital twins, the authors further confined the search to journal and conference articles only in the "civil engineering domain" via Google scholar, science direct, and academia. More so, with deep investigation of the paper’s abstract from the improved search, about 58 manuscripts for the systematic review analysis were realized. Reports were utilized as references from government and non-government organisations to assist the triangulation of the literature that was done in this study.

III. Research Progressed

A. Examining Current Procedures

The most recent search of manuscripts through Scopus’ digital libraries took place in May 2022. In the initial investigation, all papers were subjected to the selection criteria outlined in Section III. A total of 54 publications were called for further examination, after checking the headlines, titles, synopsis, and primary contents of filtered publications, a total of 19 articles were found. All of the publications found in line with DT usage in the civil works industry [16]. The first essay on the subject was published in 2018 the Journal articles and conference papers were evenly distributed among the selected publications. Fig. 1 depicts the disruption in publication timing and format of the recognized publications.

Three of the papers found looked at the use of DT not just during the building phase, however throughout the cycle of the project from inception to operation and maintenance. One of the goals of the DT application is to automate job planning and scheduling. Real-time data collection from a construction site allows for monitoring and appraisal of construction performance [17]. One study generated DT of a type of machinery to reduce production time and cost while other study formed DT as a type of construction tool for simulation to lessen manufacturing time and cost. Fig. 2 shows an outline of the various aims of DT applications spotted in publications.
The number of articles with the keyword digital twins is 32 while, integrated modular construction related are nine articles. 15 studies cited "Building Information Modelling (BIM)," with 10 employing DT as an evolutionary representation and five considering the BIM system as DT. Only one article discusses "Wireless Sensor Network" (WSN) in connection with IoT for real-time data transfer. Three publications mentioned "cloud platform" for storing, analysing, processing, and combining data. Three publications reference "machine learning" for self-learning DT. Augmented and Virtual Reality can benefit from Digital Twins since they give immersive aim for viewing historical and real-time data. Real-time data updates monitor construction workers for body segment hazards. Real-time reports on installation activity are needed in dangerous regions like nuclear power plants to protect personnel and limit human intervention. Digital twin models use data like population preferences and material usage priorities for urban planning and design. Using citizen or end-user data, digital twin models could connect people to buildings/cities.

IV. FINDINGS

A comprehensive study was conducted to identify and synthesize the primary procedures for collecting, transmitting, modeling, integrating data, service for digital twin technologies (Table I) (Fig. 4). Section 4A discusses the pros and difficulties associated with digital twins.

A. Assessing Digital Twin Applications

1) Potential of the applications: Digital twins aid in disaster preparation and asset management. Digital twin models help stakeholders comprehend obstacles and constraints, such as predicting the status of a physical asset, forecasting energy usage while preserving environmental norms, and monitoring structural infrastructure health. AI algorithms and data analytics help digital twin models forecast or back cast. The future status of an asset may be compared to the intended state. Digital twins help stakeholders choose low-carbon, clean-energy designs. Iterative design methods can promote generative design while addressing cost, schedule, and environmental benefits. Real-time data updates monitor construction workers for body segment hazards. Real-time reports on installation activity are needed in dangerous regions like nuclear power plants to protect personnel and limit human intervention. Digital twin models use data like population preferences and material usage priorities for urban planning and design. Using citizen or end-user data, digital twin models could connect people to buildings/cities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data acquisition</th>
<th>Data transmission</th>
<th>Digital modeling</th>
<th>Data/model integration</th>
<th>Service/objective</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensors, RFID</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Geometric model (3D)</td>
<td>Virtual platform</td>
<td>Simulation model</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS, BIM data</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>CIMs, BIMs</td>
<td>Cloud computing</td>
<td>Controlling and monitoring physical site</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time sensor</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>BIMs</td>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>Detection of maintenance and operation</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geospatial dataset</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>BIMs</td>
<td>Big data</td>
<td>Simulation for urban</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOT sensor</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Thermography map</td>
<td>Machine learning algorithm</td>
<td>Renovations for energy planning</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) **Restriction of digital twins in MIC**: Herein, some of DT challenges cannot be overlooked. According to the literature, data integration is vital to link digital twin to physical assets. Surprisingly, integrating data from different technologies is difficult. DT data is housed in various systems which make it hard to compare with machines, for instance the heterogeneous data source. Data base terminology varies by system and maintaining feedback loops requires data synchronising. Extraction or modification of data reduces quality. DT requires real-time data transfer, which is expensive and time consuming. Digital twin models are subject to digital threats; therefore, data security and privacy is crucial [24]. Digital twins need uniform data transmission and sharing standards. Sensor installation and maintenance rarely concern construction personnel. Construction sensors can be stolen. These devices must save, filter, and match data with BIM models. Construction assets need lifecycle maintenance to survive decades. Construction is complicated and involves many stakeholders. Thus all project members must work together. Multiple stakeholders may impede asset and digital twin model building. Digital twins require experienced builders, money, and high-powered technologies.

3) **Impact of digital twins on industry**: A digital twin assists the production companies to grow its productivity, pliability and capability. They also improve on efficiencies without undermining the involvement of human by utilizing data-driven decision-making. Production system upgraded by digital simulation can be both cost and time-effective. Most institutions reproduce as well as examine every detail of production before it starts [25]. Manufacturers have the tendency to investigate unalike materials, colours and textures preliminary to production along visualization tools. Using a digital twin gives a better blueprint and tool of implementation to construct synthetic scenarios that are useful as tools for training and management continuation. These provide one with clarity to operate machines, systems and processes. Technically, it functions as a communication tool as it enhances the identification of variables one would like to observe. More so, digital twin can foretell about the state of the future of its real life counterpart. It has the ability to bring about what-if scenarios that are dangerous or cost-prohibitive in reality. This system can be perturbed to create unexpected scenarios and examine the system's response and the appropriate mitigation techniques. A digital twin is the only way to do this examination without putting the real asset at risk. Transparency can be improved by making real-time information available and automating the reporting process [26].

4) **Cost of time should be appropriate for model development**: To ensure the viability and acceptance of technology developments in building, the underlying causes must be effectively addressed. Low productivity, bad industrial image, low predictability, structural fragmentation, and lack of Research and development (R&D) and investment in innovation are some of the industry's issues affecting the construction sector; however investment in DT can help alleviate some of them [27]. Digital twins require experienced builders, money, and high-powered technologies.

Once the DT requirement is acknowledged, the initial building pace of the digital twin is generally achieved already, as these demands serve as the basis for determining which programs should be utilized, what platforms are necessary, how much it would cost, and how difficult the digital twin will be. Time and money can be saved, as no processes have to occur physically for the identification to take place; it is known ahead of time what works and what doesn’t. Money can be realized first via time; time is not returnable or stored, and by optimizing the relevant model, money is automatically saved. Obviously, several producing companies have only defined capacity of machine, and every job needs to be scheduled within the scope of the machine. Interestingly, through the use of digital twin, companies like mentioned above can pre-schedule their jobs to perfect the use of money and thus optimise the availability of time to be proportional with the mode; growth as much as possible. Notably, as time turn out to be sole driver, costs are diminished as hourly rates stand the same [28].

V. **CONCLUSION**

This paper gives the outline of academic publications connected to DT applications within industries, specifically in the building/manufacturing industry. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the potential and restrictions of Digital twin integration for MiC. Through literature review, a total of 19 articles were found. All of the publications found are connected to the use of DT in the building construction industry. The primary goal of DT is to enable the manufacturing process to be optimized by incorporating seized time-sensitive information for efficient tracking. Additionally, it aims to incorporate flexibility and customization in all production methodologies and variables while maintaining complete authority. In cause of the literature gap findings, we were able to lay emphasis on Potential of digital twins in MIC. Restriction of digital twins in MIC, Impact of digital twins on industry, and Cost of time which should be appropriate for model development.

However, in the future, the applications for digital twins should be thoughtful of upcoming literature review and meta-analysis of publications on DT applications in the manufacturing area through more electronic databases; have collaboration in middle of the stakeholders to guarantee that the appropriate amount of time is spent on model development. Construction industry should primarily emphasize on the education and growth of qualified personnel, particularly for digital twin applications. During the decision-making process, the linked parties should also consider the matter of budget planning as well as to centre on group discussion or meetings with academics and practitioners in the areas of DT and modular building.
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